Introducing

RESCU’s Artisan Partnership Program (RAPP)

Here’s how it works!

Simply put, you designate an item or items for RESCU, but leave them displayed in your shoppe for customers to purchase. When the item(s) sell, you simply pass the donation on to RESCU. Patrons purchasing these items can feel good that their dollars will help support medical needs and wellness in the renaissance faire community while they still receive the desired artisan’s handiwork.

When you choose to participate your program kit envelope will include:

- **Information sheet** with full instructions and ideas for highlighting the item without disturbing your normal weekend procedures.
- **Choice of signage** to put near the earmarked item in your shoppe.
- **Business cards** for those who wish to directly contact RESCU Foundation.
- **Brochures** that may be offered to anyone curious about RESCU.

You can use the same envelope provided to store your donation until a representative picks it up. RESCU is happy to provide a Cash Donation Receipt within 30 days of the donation submission.

**Renaissance Festivals and RESCU Foundation** hope to make RAPP as SIMPLE a process as possible for you. Those wishing to participate can obtain the RAPP Kit from the following sources:

Email: **Fundraising@RESCUfoundation.org**

Or leave a message at: **800.374.9215**

to express your interest in participating!

The RESCU Foundation is a nationwide charity that addresses the Health and Medical well-being of the participants of renaissance faires and other similar events with financial aid and medical advocacy, and provides expanding wellness and preventative programs to the community.
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